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SKILL LEVEL – Intermediate+ 
 
SIZE 
Finished Afghan About 38 x 46 in. (96.5 x 117 cm), including borders 
Finished Pillow About 24 x 24 in. (61 x 61 cm), including borders 
 
MATERIALS 

 Lion Brand® Vanna’s Choice® (Art. #860) 
 100 White 9 balls (A) 
 123 Beige 2 balls (B) 
 112 Raspberry 5 balls (C) 
 101 Pink 4 balls (D) 
 102 Aqua 1 ball (E) 
 130 Honey 1 ball (F) 

 Lion Brand® crochet hook size G-6 (4.25 mm) 

 Lion Brand® crochet hook size H-8 (5 mm) 

 Lion Brand® stitch markers  

 Lion Brand® large-eyed blunt needle 
 
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
Fiberfill stuffing 
 
GAUGE 
15 sts + 13 rows = about 4 in. (10 cm) over Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern. 
BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR GAUGE. 
 
STITCH EXPLANATIONS 
Cl (2 double crochet cluster) Yarn over, insert hook in indicated st and draw up 
a loop, yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook (2 loops rem on hook), yarn 
over, insert hook in same st and draw up a loop, yarn over and draw through 2 
loops on hook, yarn over and draw through all 3 loops on hook.  
dc3tog (dc 3 sts together) (Yarn over, insert hook in next st and draw up a loop, 
yarn over, draw through 2 loops) 3 times, yarn over and draw through all 4 loops 
on hook – 2 sts decreased. 
FPSC (front post single crochet) Insert hook from front to back then to front 
again, going around post of indicated st, draw up a loop, yarn over and draw 
through both loops on hook. Skip st behind the FPSC. 
FPTR (front post treble crochet) Yarn over twice, insert hook from front to back 
then to front, going around post of indicated st, draw up a loop, (yarn over and 
draw through 2 loops on hook) 3 times. Skip st behind the FPTR. 
FPTR2tog-over-5  (front post treble crochet 2 sts together – worked over 5 
sts) Yarn over twice, insert hook from front to back then to front again around 
post of indicated st, draw up a loop, (yarn over and draw through 2 loops on 
hook) twice (first leg completed), sk next 3 sts, yarn over twice, insert hook from 
front to back then to front again around post of next st, draw up a loop, (yarn over 
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and draw through 2 loops on hook) twice (2nd leg completed), yarn over and 
draw through all 3 loops on hook.  
Petal (Cl, ch 3, sl st) in indicated st. 
rev sc (reverse single crochet) Single crochet worked from left to right (right to 
left, if left-handed). Insert hook into next stitch to the right (left), under loop on 
hook, and draw up a loop. Yarn over and draw through all loops on hook. 
sc2tog (sc 2 sts together) (Insert hook in next st and draw up a loop) twice, 
yarn over and draw through all 3 loops on hook – 1 st decreased. 
sc-blo (single crochet in back loop only) Insert hook in back loop only of 
indicated st and draw up a loop, yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook. 
sc-flo (single crochet in front loop only) Insert hook in front loop only of 
indicated st and draw up a loop, yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook. 
 
PATTERN STITCHES 
Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern 
Note: This pattern can be worked over an odd or even number of sts. If you are 
working over an odd number of sts, simply stop with a sc-blo instead of a sc-flo. 
Row 1: *Sc-blo in next st, sc-flo in next st; rep from * across. 
 
Diamond Pattern (worked over 81 sts) 
Rows 1-4: With D, sc in next 81 sts. 
Row 5 (RS): Sc in first 2 sts of previous row; working in sts 4 rows below and 
beg around first st, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the 
FPtr2tog just made), *sc in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 4 rows 
below and beg around same st as last leg of last FPtr2tog made, work FPtr2tog-
over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made); rep from * to 
last 2 sts of previous row, sc in last 2 sts of previous row. 
Rows 6-8: Sc in each st across. 
Row 9: FPtr around first FPtr2tog 4 rows below, sk next st of previous row 
(behind the FPtr just made), sc in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 4 
rows below and beg around same st as last FPtr made, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk 
next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made), sc in next 3 sts of 
previous row, *working in sts 4 rows below and beg around same st as last leg of 
last FPtr2tog made, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the 
FPtr2tog just made), sc in next 3 sts of previous row; rep from * to last st of 
previous row, FPtr around last FPtr2tog made, sk last st of previous row (behind 
the FPtr just made). 
Rows 10-12: Sc in each st across. 
Row 13: Sc in first 2 sts of previous row; working in sts 4 rows below and beg 
around first FPtr, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the 
FPtr2tog just made), *sc in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 4 rows 
below and beg around same st as last leg of last FPtr2tog made, work FPtr2tog-
over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made); rep from * to 
last 2 sts of previous row, sc in last 2 sts of previous row. 
Rep Rows 6-13 for Diamond Pattern. 
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Diamond Decrease Pattern (beg over 77 sts) 
Row 1 (RS): Sc in first 2 sts of previous row; working in sts 4 rows below and 
beg around first FPtr2tog, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row 
(behind the FPtr2tog just made), *sc in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 
4 rows below and beg around same st as last leg of last FPtr2tog made, work 
FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made); rep 
from * to last 2 sts of previous row, sc in last 2 sts of previous row. 
Rows 2-4: Sc in each st across. 
Row 5 (RS): Working in sts 4 rows below and beg around first FPtr2tog, work 
FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made), *sc 
in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 4 rows below and beg around same 
st as last leg of last FPtr2tog made, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous 
row (behind the FPtr2tog just made); rep from * to end of row. 
Rows 6-8: Sc in each st across. 
Row 9 (RS): Sc in first 2 sts of previous row; working in sts 4 rows below and 
beg around second FPtr2tog, work FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row 
(behind the FPtr2tog just made), *sc in next 3 sts of previous row, working in sts 
4 rows below and beg around same st as last leg of last FPtr2tog made, work 
FPtr2tog-over-5, sk next st of previous row (behind the FPtr2tog just made); rep 
from * to last 2 sts of previous row, sc in last 2 sts of previous row. 
Rep Rows 2-9 for Diamond Decrease Pattern. 
 
NOTES 

1. Afghan is made in 15 pieces: Body, 2 Arms, 8 Buttons, Button Trim, 
Neckline Flower String, and 2 Slipper Ties. Arms, Buttons, Trim, and 
Flower String are worked separately and sewn to Body of Afghan, Slipper 
Ties are worked separately tied to Body, and a dress ruffle, waist scallops 
and cuff scallops are worked directly over the top of sts of Body. 

2. Body of Afghan can be worked by following written instructions or reading 
Charts and Stitch Diagram. To make reading easier, 14 Charts are 
provided for the Body. Read the Charts in the order indicated in the Body 
Chart Layout Diagram. 

3. For those who find visuals helpful, we've also provided diagrams for the 
Diamond Pattern, Diamond Decrease Pattern, Neckline Flowers and 
Button Trim placement. 

4. To change yarn color, work last st of old color to last yarn over. Yarn over 
with new color and draw through all loops on hook to complete st. Proceed 
with new color. Use separate balls of yarn for each section of color. Do not 
fasten off old color until entire section of that color is complete. 

5. When instructed to work in a st "4 rows below", work into the indicated st 
in the row numbered 4 less than the row currently being worked. For 
example, if you are making Row 13, a st "4 rows below" is in Row 13 – 4 = 
Row 9. 

6. Pillow is made from 2 pieces: Front and Back.  
7. Front is worked in 6 pieces: Front, 2 Eyelashes, Nose, Hair and Hair Ties. 

Eyelashes, Nose, Hair and Hair Ties are sewn to Front.  
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8. Front can be worked by following written instructions or reading Charts. To 
make reading easier, 4 Charts are provided for the Pillow Front. Read the 
Charts in the order indicated in the Pillow Chart Layout Diagram. 

9. Back is worked with A in rows of Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern.  
 
AFGHAN 
BODY 
With larger hook and A, ch 133. 
Row 1 (RS): Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across – you will have 132 
sc in this row. 
Rows 2-4: Ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
 
Slippers 
Row 5 (RS): With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 60 sts; 
with D, sc in next 3 sts; with A, (sc-flo in next st, sc-blo in next st) 3 times; with D, 
sc in next 3 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 60 sts. 
Row 6: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 59 sts; with D, 
sc in next 5 sts; with A, (sc-blo in next st, sc-flo in next st) twice; with D, sc in next 
5 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 59 sts. 
Rows 7-10: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 58 sts; with 
D, sc in next 7 sts; with A, sc-flo in next st, sc-blo in next st; with D, sc in next 7 
sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 58 sts. 
Rows 11-14: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 58 sts; 
with D, sc in next 2 sts; with A, sc in next 3 sts; with D, sc in next 2 sts; with A, 
sc-flo in next st, sc-blo in next st; with D, sc in next 2 sts; with A, sc in next 3 sts; 
with D, sc in next 2 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 58 sts. 
 
Skirt Hem 
Rows 15-17: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; 
with C, sc in next 80 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts.  
Row 18: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with E, 
sc-flo in next 80 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts.  
Note: Later, a C-colored ruffle will be worked into the free loops of the center 80 
sts of Row 17. 
Row 19: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with E, 
(sc in next st, tr in next st) 40 times; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 
26 sts. 
Row 20 (Increase Row): With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over 
first 26 sts; with E, sc in next 40 sts, 2 sc in next st, sc in next 39 sts; with A, work 
in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts – 133 sts. 
 
Diamond Pattern Underskirt 
Rows 21-52: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; 
with D, beg with Row 1 of Pattern, work in Diamond Pattern over next 81 sts; with 
A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts. Note: The last row of Diamond 
Pattern you work is a Row 8. 
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Shape Underskirt 
Row 53: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with C, 
sc in next 2 sts; with D, work Row 1 of Diamond Decrease Pattern to last 2 D-
colored sts; with C, sc in next 2 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 
26 sts. 
Row 54: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with C, 
(sc, ch 2, sc) in next 3 sts; with D, work Row 2 of Diamond Decrease Pattern to 
last D-colored st; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in last D-colored st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 2 
sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts. 
Note: When working into a (sc, ch 2, sc) group, only work into the ch-2 sp of the 
group, skip the beg and ending sc. 
Rows 55-90: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; 
with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to first D-colored st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in first D-
colored st; with D, work in Diamond Decrease Pattern to last D-colored st; with C, 
(sc, ch 2, sc) in last D-colored st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to next A-colored 
st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts. 
Row 91: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts, sc in 
next ch-2 sp; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to first D-colored st; with D, 
sc2tog, sc in next st; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last ch-2 sp; with A, 
sc in next ch-2 sp, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 sts.  
Row 92: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 sp, sc in 
first ch-2 sp; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to first D-colored st; with C, sc-
blo in next 2 sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last ch-2 sp; with A, sc in 
next ch-2 sp, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 93: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 sp, sc in 
first ch-2 sp; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to center 2 sts; with C, sc-blo in 
center 2 sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last ch-2 sp; with A, sc in 
last ch-2 sp, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 94: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 sp, sc in 
first 2 ch-2 sps; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to center 2 sts; with C, sc-
blo in center 2 sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last 2 ch-2 sps; with A, 
sc in last 2 ch-2 sps, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
 
Waist 
Row 95 (RS): With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 31 sts, sc 
in next 12 ch-2 sps; with C, sc in each ch-2 sp to 2 center sts, sc-blo in 2 center 
sts, sc in each ch-2 sp to last 12 ch-2 sps; with A, sc in next 12 ch-2 sps, work in 
Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row – 132 sts.   
Rows 96-101: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 43 sts; 
with C, sc-blo in next 46 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 43 sts. 
Note: Place a marker on Rows 97, 99, and 101. Later, scallops will be worked 
across these rows. 
Row 102: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern in first 44 sts; with C, 
sc-blo in next 44 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo in last 44 sts. 
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Row 103: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern in first 45 sts; with C, 
sc-blo in next 42 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo in last 45 sts. 
Rows 104-106: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to 2nd C-colored 
st; with C, sc-blo in each st to last C-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo 
Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 107-110: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first C-colored 
st; with C, sc-blo in each C-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to 
end of row. 
 
Sleeves and Bodice 
Rows 111 and 112: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 
sts; with D, sc in next 13 sts for sleeve cuff; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern 
over next 9 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 36 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern 
over next 9 sts; with D, sc in next 13 sts for sleeve cuff; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-
flo Pattern over last 26 sts. 
Note: Place a marker on first D-colored st of each 13-st D-colored section. Cuff 
scallops will be worked later over these D-colored sections. 
Row 113: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 13 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 8 
sts; with C, sc-blo in next 38 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 8 
sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 13 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over 
last 26 sts. 
Row 114: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 13 ch-2 sps; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over 
next 7 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 40 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over 
next 7 sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 13 ch-2 sps; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo 
Pattern over last 26 sts. 
Row 115: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 13 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2 sc) in next A-colored st; with A, 
work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 5 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 42 sts; with A, 
work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 5 sts; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, 
ch 2, sc) in next 13 ch-2 sps; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 26 
sts. 
Row 116: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 25 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 14 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 
A-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 3 sts; with C, sc-blo 
in next 44 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 3 sts; with C, (sc, ch 
2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 14 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next A-colored 
st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 25 sts. 
Row 117: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 24 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 16 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2 sc) in next 
A-colored st; with A, sc in next st; with C, sc-blo in next 46 sts; with A, sc in next 
st; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 16 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2, sc) 
in next A-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 24 sts. 
Row 118: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 23 sts; with 
C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 18 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2 sc) in next 
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A-colored st, sc-blo in next 46 sts; (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 
18 ch-2 sps, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next A-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo 
Pattern over last 23 sts. 
Rows 119-121: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 23 sts; 
with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next 21 ch-2 sps, sc-blo in next 44 sts, (sc, ch 2, sc) in 
next 21 ch-2 sps; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 23 sts. 
Rows 122-125: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 sp, 
sc in first ch-2 sp; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in all rem ch-2 sps of first sleeve, sc-blo in 
next 44 sts, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last ch-2 sp of 2nd sleeve; with A, sc 
in last ch-2 sp of 2nd sleeve, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 126 and 127: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 
sp, sc in first 2 ch-2 sps; with C, (sc, ch 2, sc) in all rem ch-2 sps of first sleeve, 
sc-blo in next 44 sts, (sc, ch 2, sc) in each ch-2 sp to last 2 ch-2 sps of 2nd 
sleeve; with A, sc in last 2 ch-2 sps of 2nd sleeve, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern 
to end of row. 
Row 128: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to first ch-2 sp, sc in 
first 2 ch-2 sps; with C, sc in each rem ch-2 sp of first sleeve, sc-blo in next 44 
sts, sc in each ch-2 sp to last 2 ch-2 sps of 2nd sleeve; with A, sc in last 2 ch-2 
sps of 2nd sleeve, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
 
Neck 
Row 129 (RS): With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 35 sts; 
with C, sc-blo in next 21 sts; with B, sc in next 20 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 21 
sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 35 sts. 
Row 130: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 36 sts; with 
C, sc-blo in next 20 sts; with B, sc in next 20 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 20 sts; 
with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 36 sts. 
Row 131: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to 3rd C-colored st; 
with C, sc-blo in each st to first B-colored st, sc-blo in first B-colored st; with B, sc 
in each st to last B-colored st; with C, sc-blo in last B-colored st, sc-blo in each st 
to last 2 C-colored sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 132: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to 3rd C-colored st; 
with C, sc-blo in each st to first B-colored st; with B, sc in each B-colored st to 
next C-colored st; with C, sc-blo in each st to last 2 C-colored sts; with A, work in 
Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 133-136: Rep Rows 131 and 132 twice. 
Row 137: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 49 sts; with 
C, sc-blo in next 11 sts; with B, sc in next 12 sts; with C, sc-blo in next 11 sts; 
with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 49 sts. 
Rows 138 and 139: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 61 
sts; with B, sc in next 10 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 61 
sts. 
Rows 140 and 141: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over first 62 
sts; with B, sc in next 8 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over last 62 sts. 
Rows 142-144: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 145: With A, ch 1, turn, sc in each st to end of row. 
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Fasten off. 
 
ARMS (make 2) 
With larger hook and B, ch 38. 
Row 1 (RS): Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch to last 4 ch; leave last 4 ch 
unworked for little finger – you will have 33 sc and a ch-4 little finger in this row. 
Row 2: Turn, sl st in first st, sc in each st to end of row – 32 sc and 1 sl st. 
Row 3: Ch 1, turn, sc in first 32 sts, sl st in next sl st, ch 5 for ring finger – 32 sc, 
1 sl st, and a ch-5 for ring finger. 
Row 4: Turn, sl st in first 5 ch, sc in next sl st, sc in each st to end of row. 
Row 5: Ch 1, turn, sc in first 32 sts, sl st in next st, ch 7 for middle finger – 32 sc, 
1 sl st, and a ch-7 for middle finger. 
Row 6: Turn, sl st in first 7 ch, sc in next sl st, sc in each st to end of row. 
Rows 7 and 8: Rep Rows 3 and 4 to make index finger. 
Row 9: Ch 1, turn, sc in first 32 sts, sl st in next st, ch 3 for thumb – 32 sc, 1 sl st, 
and a ch-3 for thumb. 
Row 10: Turn, sl st in first 3 ch, sc in next sl st, sc in each st to end of row. 
Row 11: Ch 1, turn, sc in first 15 sts, dc3tog for elbow, sc in next 5 sts, sl st in 
next st; leave rem sts unworked. 
Fasten off. 
 
BUTTONS (make 8) 
With smaller hook and E, leaving long beg tail, ch 3; join with sl st in first ch to 
form a ring. 
Rnd 1: Ch 1, work 6 sc in ring; join with sl st in first sc. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail.  
Thread end tail through tops of sts of Rnd 1 and pull to gather. Then thread end 
tail through button and beg ring. Tie beg and end tails together. 
 
BUTTON TRIM 
With smaller hook and F, ch 120.  
Fasten off. 
 
NECKLINE FLOWER STRING 
With smaller hook and D, ch 4. 
Row 1: *Work Petal in 4th ch from hook, (ch 3, Petal in same ch) 3 times (1 
flower made) **, ch 9; rep from * 8 more times ending last rep at **. 
Fasten off. 
 
SLIPPER TIES (make 2) 
With smaller hook and E, ch 30.  
Fasten off. 
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FINISHING 
Borders  
Rnd 1 (RS): From RS with larger hook, join A with a sc in top left corner of Body 
(join in top right corner if you crochet left-handed), work sc evenly spaced around 
the outside edge of the Blanket, working 3-sc in each corner; join with sl st in first 
sc. 
 
Note: Next row is worked along top edge only. 
Row 2 (RS): Ch 1, rev sc in each st across top edge only.  
Fasten off. 
 
Note: The following rows are worked along 3 edges only: left side edge, lower 
edge, and right side edge. 
Row 3 (RS): From RS, join E with a sl st in center st of top left 3-st corner, ch 2 
(counts as hdc), *hdc in each st across to center st of next 3-st corner, 3 hdc in 
next hdc; rep from * once more, hdc in each st to center st of next 3-st corner, 
hdc in next st.  
Fasten off. 
Row 4 (RS): From RS, join C with a sl st in top of beg ch of Row 3, ch 2 (counts 
as hdc), *hdc in each st across to center st of next 3-st corner, 3 hdc in next hdc; 
rep from * once more, hdc in each st to end of row. 
Fasten off. 
Row 5 (RS): From RS, join D with a sl st in last st of Row 4, ch 1, rev sc in each 
st to end of row.  
Fasten off. 
 
Dress Ruffle 
Hold Body with slippers at the top. From RS with smaller hook, draw up a loop of 
C in free loop of first C-colored st of Row 17. 
Row 1: Ch 3 (counts as dc), working in free loops of C-colored sts of Row 17 
only, dc in same st, dc in next st, 2 dc in each st across – 159 sts. 
Row 2: Ch 3 (counts as dc), turn, dc in first st, dc in next 2 sts, *2 dc in next st, 
dc in next 2 sts; rep from * across – 212 sts. 
Row 3: Ch 3 (counts as dc), turn, dc in first st, dc in next 3 sts, *2 dc in next st, 
dc in next 3 sts; rep from * across – 265 sts. 
Fasten off. 
 
Waist Scallops 
Hold Body with slippers at the bottom.  
Row 1 (RS): From RS with smaller hook, join D with sl st around post of first C-
colored st of Row 97 (marked). Work over C-colored sts of Row 97 only, ch 1, 
FPSC around same st, *ch 6, sk next 4 sts, FPSC around next st; rep from * 
across – 9 ch-6 sps. 
Row 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in first st, (sc, 2 dc, ch 2, 2 dc, sc) in each ch-6 sp across, 
sc in last st.  
Fasten off. 
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With C, rep Rows 1 and 2 working over sts of Row 99. 
With E, rep Rows 1 and 2 working over sts of Row 101. 
Remove markers. 
 
Cuff Scallops 
Hold Body with slippers at the bottom.  
Row 1 (RS): From RS with smaller hook, join E with sl st around post of first 
(marked) D-colored st of Row 111. Work over sts in this D-colored section of 
Row 111 only, ch 1, FPSC around same st, *ch 4, sk next 2 sts, FPSC around 
next st; rep from * across – 4 ch-4 sps. 
Row 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in first st, (sc, hdc, 2 dc, hdc, sc) in each ch-4 sp across, sc 
in last st.  
Fasten off. 
Rep over 2nd D-colored section of Row 111. 
 
Sew Arms to Afghan, below cuff scallops. 
 
Referring to photograph for placement, tie Buttons to bodice in 2 parallel columns 
of 4 buttons each along center front of bodice. Referring to button trim placement 
diagram, wrap Button Trim around Buttons and sew in place.  
 
Arrange Flower String around neckline. With F, make a French knot in center of 
each flower to sew Flower String to neckline. If needed, sew Flower String more 
securely to neckline with D. 
 
Thread a Slipper Tie through spaces between sts on center of each shoe and tie 
ends into a bow. 
 
Weave in ends. 
 
PILLOW 
FRONT 
With A, ch 69. 
Row 1 (RS): Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across – you will have 68 sc 
in this row. 
Rows 2-4: Ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 5-8: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 30 sts; with 
B, sc in next 8 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 9: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 28 sts; with B, 
sc in next 12 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 10: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 27 sts; with B, 
sc in next 14 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 11: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 26 sts; with B, 
sc in next 16 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
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Row 12: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 25 sts; with B, 
sc in next 7 sts; with D, sc in next 4 sts; with B, sc in next 7 sts; with A, work in 
Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 13: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 24 sts; with B, 
sc in next 7 sts; with D, sc in next 6 sts; with B, sc in next 7 sts; with A, work in 
Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 14: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 23 sts; with B, 
sc in next 6 sts; with D, sc in next 4 sts, sl st in next 2 sts, sc in next 4 sts; with B, 
sc in next 6 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 15-20: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to 1 st before first 
B-colored st; with B, sc in each st to first A-colored st, sc in first A-colored st; with 
A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 21-25: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 17 sts; 
with B, sc in next 34 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 26-28: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to 1 st before first 
B-colored st; with B, sc in each st to first A-colored st, sc in first A-colored st; with 
A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 29-31: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 14 sts; 
with B, sc in next 40 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 32 and 33: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to 2nd B-
colored st; with B, sc in each st to last B-colored st; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo 
Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 34-36: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; 
with B, sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 37-39: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; 
with C, sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 40: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with D, 
sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 41: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with D, 
sc in next st, (tr in next st, sc in next 3 sts) 7 times, tr in next st, sc in next 2 sts; 
with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 42: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with D, 
sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 43: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with E, 
sc in next st, (ch 1, sk next st, sc in next st) 15 times, sc in next st; with A, work in 
Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 44 and 45: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 
sts; with E, sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 46: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 47: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next st, (tr in next st, sc in next 3 sts) 7 times, tr in next st, sc in next 2 sts; 
with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 48 and 49: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 
sts; with C, sc in next 32 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
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Rows 50 and 51: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 
sts; with C, sc in next 6 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over next 3 sts; 
with C, sc in next 14 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over next 3 sts; with 
C, sc in next 6 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 52 and 53: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 
sts; with C, sc in next 5 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 5 sts; 
with C, sc in next 12 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 5 sts; 
with C, sc in next 5 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 54: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next 4 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 7 sts; with C, sc in 
next 10 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 7 sts; with C, sc in 
next 4 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 55: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next 3 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 9 sts; with C, sc in 
next 8 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 9 sts; with C, sc in next 
3 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 56: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next 2 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 11 sts; with C, sc 
in next 6 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/Sc-flo Pattern over next 11 sts; with C, sc in 
next 2 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 57: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 18 sts; with C, 
sc in next st; with A, sc in next 12 sts; with C, sc in next 6 sts; with A, sc in next 
12 sts; with C, sc in next st; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 58: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 32 sts; with C, 
sc in next 4 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 59: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern over first 33 sts; with C, 
sc in next 2 sts; with A, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rows 60-63: With A, ch 1, turn, work in Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Row 64: With A, ch 1, turn, sc in each st to end of row. 
Fasten off. 
 
BACK 
With A, ch 69. 
Row 1 (RS): Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across – you will have 68 sc 
in this row. 
Row 2: Ch 1, turn, work Row 1 of Sc-blo/sc-flo Pattern to end of row. 
Rep Row 2 until piece measures same as Front. 
Last Row: Ch 1, turn, sc in each st across. 
Fasten off. 
 
HAIR 
Long Curls (make 2) 
With smaller hook and F, ch 65. 
Row 1: Work 4 sc in 2nd ch from hook, 2 sc in each rem ch across. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
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Medium Curls (make 2) 
With smaller hook and F, ch 50. 
Row 1: Work same as Row 1 of Long Curls. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
 
Short Curls (make 2) 
With smaller hook and F, ch 30. 
Row 1: Work same as Row 1 of Long Curls. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
 
Fringe Curls (make 7) 
With smaller hook and F, ch 8. 
Row 1: Work same as Row 1 of Long Curls. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
 
HAIR TIES (make 2) 
With smaller hook and E, leaving a long beg tail, ch 6. 
Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across. 
Row 2: Turn, working in back loops only, sl st in each st across. 
Row 3: Turn, working in free loops of Row 1, sl st in each st across.  
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
 
NOSE 
With smaller hook and B, leaving long beg tail, ch 3; join with sl st in first ch to 
form a ring. 
Rnd 1: Ch 1, work 6 sc in ring; join with sl st in first sc. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail. Thread end tail through tops of sts of Rnd 1 and 
pull to gather. Then thread end tail through button and beg ring. Tie beg and end 
tails together. 
 
EYELASHES (make 2) 
With smaller hook and F, ch 8. 
Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook, *ch 4, sl st in first ch from hook and next 3 ch 
(lash made), sl st in next ch of beg ch-8; rep from * 4 more times, sc in last ch of 
beg ch-8. 
Fasten off, leaving a long tail for sewing. 
 
FINISHING 
Sew Pieces to Front as follows: 
Sew Nose to face near center of Rows 20 and 21.  
Sew Eyelashes about 7 rows above Nose and 8 sts apart.  
Sew fringe curls evenly along row just beneath crown.  
Sew one long curl at each end of row of fringe curls.  
Sew one medium curl above top of each ear.  
Sew one short curl on each side of head about 4 rows below ears.  
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Gather all curls on each side of head, near top of short curl, and sew a hair tie 
over the curls. 
 
Hold Back and Front with WS tog.  
Rnd 1 (RS): From RS of Front with larger hook, working through both 
thicknesses, join A with sc in lower right corner of Front (join in lower left corner if 
you crochet left-handed), work sc evenly spaced along right edge, top, and left 
edge, working 3-sc in each corner; working through Front only, sc in each st to 
end of rnd; join with sl st in first sc.  
Fasten off. 
 
Note: The following rows are worked along 3 edges only: right side edge, top, 
and left side edge. 
Row 2 (RS): From RS, join E with a sl st in center st of lower right 3-st corner, ch 
2 (counts as hdc), *hdc in each st across to center st of next 3-st corner, 3 hdc in 
next st; rep from * once more, hdc in each st to center st of next 3-st corner, hdc 
in next st.  
Fasten off. 
Row 3 (RS): From RS, join C with a sl st in top of beg ch of Row 2, ch 2 (counts 
as hdc), *hdc in each st across to center st of next 3-st corner, 3 hdc in next st; 
rep from * once more, hdc in each st to end of row. 
Fasten off. 
Row 4 (RS): From RS, join D with sl st in last st of Row 3, ch 1, rev sc in each st 
to end of row.  
Fasten off. 
 
Stuff pillow with fiberfill. 
From RS with larger hook, and working through both thickness, join A with a sc in 
lower left corner, sc evenly spaced across lower edge.  
Fasten off. 
 
Weave in ends. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
beg = begin(ning)(s) 
ch = chain 
ch-sp(s) = chain space(s) previously made 
dc = double crochet 
hdc = half double crochet 
rem = remain(ing) 
rep = repeat 
rnd(s) = round(s) 
RS = right side 
sc = single crochet 
sk = skip 
sl st = slip stitch 
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st(s) = stitch(es) 
tog = together 
tr = treble (triple) crochet 
WS = wrong side 
 
 
Every effort has been made to produce accurate and complete instructions. We cannot be 
responsible for variance of individual crafters, human error, or typographical mistakes.  
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